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After the high of Tuesday’s show, we are back to the bread and butter show, our staple diet of ruining, 

hammers and truth bombs, sprinkled with the heinous crime of common sense and some tiny humor as 

well. This in many ways will be a completely different show in terms of format anyway. We are used to 

the Communal Gathering updates at the front when available, followed by news, medical news and 

society news. Society news was added in the main to highlight the agendas being ran on and against us. 

From feminism to black lives matter or only black lives matter, anti-white agendas, the transgender 

agenda, the gay and lesbian agendas. That is what society news highlighted over the past year or so, and it 

is now bearing fruit as this show will reveal in great depth. Like last week the traditional Expose that 

exposes clowns and past his story, we will focus on a topics of discussion and pondering. Last week it 

was AI, this week based upon many MSM news reports now, the collapsing of the divisive agendas 

programs. This is ongoing a lot in America, but also many other countries. The people have finally had 

enough, are working out in some cases what they are up to and are now fighting back. They have also 

found there voice and are shouting from the rooftops. The important things is they campaign or complain 

against it in an adult manner, which means no ranting in people’s faces and certainly no violence. This is 

a time for mild celebration for all radio show hosts and guests for those who run against that format. It is 

also an exciting time for all of the listeners as well, as our work to highlight the corruption and deception 

of it all, is now bearing fruit. The changes are unfolding, the platform for that change is being built right 

here at THI. The celebrations must be muted though, we have won many battles but there is still a war 

going on and a battle for your minds and hearts. This is the early stages, but like I said a few years back, 

there is now a triality aspect to this planet, when we only had the duality options made available to us. 

That was the lesser of two evils program, the triality control system level, was us all along. We have 

made ourselves a force, a force they know cannot be stopped anymore. A force for good and the light, and 

all of us must make sure we protect that, enhance it and over power the dark forces plans once and for all. 

Yes, the light has 1005 years to make sure the dark is never as prevalent here ever again, but let’s not fall 

into the humanity trap of laziness and we have plenty of time, lets fix this here and now. We are almost 

ready for it, many of their minions are waiting for it, many of the higher ranks are either dying off or 

ready to step down. Let’s continue to build, let’s continue to working together in harmony, let’s continue 

to develop better ways, better people and a better world. 

 

NEWS: The four year loop news re-appears and so does the fake DNC puppet. Who was selected by the 

DNC only because she could speak well, unlike the failing Hillary and worse, Pelosi. Four years ago, 

socialist Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, D-N.Y., and her much-older socialist ally in the 

Senate, Ed Markey, D-Mass., made shockwaves by introducing a sweeping proposal for a Green New 

Deal. The Green New Deal is one of the most socialistic legislative proposals ever conceived in Congress. 

It would, among many other things, create massive new spending programs, eliminate pollution and 

greenhouse gas emissions as much as technologically feasible, transform all U.S. manufacturing and 

transportation and upgrade all existing buildings in the United States. The Green New Deal would also 

make substantial changes to America’s vast agricultural industry, create a jobs guarantee, and provide all 

people with government-managed health care, economic security, healthy food and access to nature. 
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Economic security? She is about a dumb as the CEO of JP Morgan who asked the trust for $80Q, then 

dropped it to $40Q. The GDP was $123T which is twelve zeroes, a quadrillion is fifteen zeroes. All 

sounds very nice in principal, yet in reality this is another heist of the American people’s money? Or 

where it is coming from? Unsurprisingly, the Green New Deal is likely the costliest legislation proposed 

to date. The American Action Forum estimates the final price tag could be as high as $94.4 trillion. The 

socialist Green New Deal failed spectacularly when it was brought before the Senate as a nonbinding 

resolution in 2019. Despite having received support from numerous high-profile members of Congress, 

including Sen. Bernie Sanders, I-Vt., and then-senator Kamala Harris, the measure failed to receive even 

a single vote in the Senate. However, the Green New Deal’s past failures haven’t deterred the most 

socialistic wing of the Democratic Party. AOC and Markey announced in late April that they are 

reintroducing the Green New Deal in both the House and Senate. Even more remarkably, Markey also 

announced that he and far-left Rep.Ro Khanna, D-Calif., have introduced an add-on to the original Green 

New Deal called the Green New Deal for Health. After the last three years of catastrophic failure and lies 

over Covid, will people trust these people to make decisions on our health ever again? According to a 

press release by Markey’s office, the Green New Deal for Health boldly reimagines a health care system 

that is prepared and empowered to protect the health and well-being of our workers, our communities and 

our planet. All of which sounds to me like our Blueprint, does it not? We do not want their versions of it, 

as it has all failed. If we are going to pay for it, it is time the people decided to make their own choices 

and this is what the Blueprint offers and demands. Not a surprise the two most corrupt States New York 

and California are pushing this, the two worst States for shekel people and the harvesting. California is 

pushing it on behalf of their overlord, Pelosi. The Pelosi family stand to make billions of dollars on the 

Green deal, as we published back in 2019. The proposal includes numerous socialistic and progressive 

policies, including a $130 billion investment in community health centers, $100 billion in new 

government grants to improve medical facilities’ climate resilience and disaster mitigation efforts and 

countless new climate change regulations meant to establish a green medical supply chain. 

 

Former US Vice-President Mike Pence has officially filed paperwork to join an increasingly crowded 

field of Republicans running for president. Mr.Pence, 63, is set to formally launch his campaign with a 

video, speech and townhall event in the early voting state of Iowa on Wednesday. The move pits him 

against Donald Trump, the man he served in the White House for four years from 2017-21. Pence and 

Trump in some ways are Democrats as well, let’s not forget. Trump was a lifelong Democrat and major 

funder, along with his handler, Jared Kushner. Pence famously went behind Trump’s back during his 

presidency and was working with Pelosi and the DNC attending secret meetings in Mexico and Puerto 

Rico. Which we reported on at the time. The whole thing is more of a charade now than ever, the best 

thing is to ignore their elections and not vote. Then they have no options but to make changes. 

 

Here is an interesting story, plus an example of consequence of actions issued within that country in 

April. The story of a boat that sank on Lake Maggiore on 28 May has elements of a spy novel. Four 

people tragically drowned on the picturesque and popular lake south of the Swiss Alps. One was a former 

agent from Israel's spy agency Mossad, two were Italian intelligence officers and the fourth victim was a 

Russian woman. They were among 23 people aboard the small boat that set out to cruise the lake. It is no 
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doubt a traumatic event for the survivors and for the families who lost loved ones, but a number of facts 

about the case have prompted speculation about what exactly happened. Lake Maggiore and its shoreline 

are divided between the Italian regions of Lombardy and Piedmont, and the Swiss canton of Ticino. 

Several companies that produce technology capable of both military and civilian use are located in 

Lombardy, and Switzerland is considered a transit country for many intelligence members. How 

interesting is that line; Switzerland is considered a transit country for many intelligence members, making 

a further laughing stock as to their neutrality. Neutrality in their world is dark forces, game playing, death 

and wars. The country is ran by the Rothschild’s and the CIA, whose main headquarters is not America, 

but Switzerland. The Eastern European division is in Sofia, Bulgaria. Some of the people on the boat, of 

both nationalities, had apartments and houses there. While some reports say the boat ride was an innocent 

pleasure trip, several major Italian news outlets are reporting that it was a secret work meeting between 

Italian and Israeli agents. There is huge interest in the accident and public prosecutor Carlo Nocerino has 

been tasked with finding out what happened. He says 13 of those on board were Italian agents and eight 

were Israeli agents. Only the captain, Claudio Carminati, and his Russian wife did not work in 

intelligence. The 15m boat was an apt choice - it was called Good…uria, a play on words that means 

pleasure, or so they say. Uria means something in the urine, does that means they were taking the piss? 

The interesting part is the UR Good Ur with IA, meaning intelligence agency. Do the URS have an 

intelligence agency? Ponder on that, both listeners and clowns. Out of nowhere this boat was suddenly hit 

by a fierce storm with gusts of over 43mph. In a matter of 30 seconds, an apocalypse descended upon us, 

was how Mr Carminati described the incident. The boat immediately capsized, and we fell into the water. 

Mr.Carminati told investigators that no bad weather had been forecast. His wife, Anna Bozhkova, was a 

50-year-old Russian woman who had a residence permit to live in Italy. The other victims were Tiziana 

Barnobi, 53, and Claudio Alonzi, 62, were both members of the Italian secret service. An Israeli man, 50-

year-old Simoni Erez, who was a retired Mossad agent also died. Ex or retired in the agency world is a 

misnomer, it is a semi-permanent position. His name was published in the Italian media, even as media 

outlets in Israel continued to refrain from reporting it. All of which means Israel was up to no good again. 

The others who were aboard the boat managed to swim to shore or were pulled from the water by other 

vessels, that were dispatched to help or happened to be in the area. The cause of all deaths is drowning, 

although Italian news outlets report that no post-mortem examinations have been carried out. Interesting, 

no post mortems, suggesting a cover up. But it didn’t end there. Another aspect to the mystery is that, 

according to Italian media, the survivors of the disaster seemingly rushed to leave immediately 

afterwards. The Italian press reports that the survivors quickly collected their belongings from their hotel 

rooms, and from the hospital where they had received treatment and left. There is no paperwork about 

those who received medical treatment. The Israelis abandoned their rental cars and on Monday they were 

flown back home on an Israeli plane that picked them up in Milan. Their identities have not been 

disclosed, but Mr.Nocerino, the public prosecutor, said it was normal to release only the names of victims 

and not the survivors. Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's office confirmed on Wednesday that 

the Israeli man who died was a retired member of Mossad. Given his service with the agency it is not 

possible to elaborate on his identity, it added. Again reveals they were up to no good. The Magistrates are 

investigating why there were more people than permitted aboard. The Carabinieri, Italy's military police, 

are assisting the investigation. They said, it would examine the boat and the weather conditions, but not 
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what the people were doing on board. All of which means they are part of the cover up also. What they 

were planning is anyone’s guess, but people of Italy and those around Israel should be on high alert for 

events in the coming days, weeks and months. It could well be that a major disaster event was prevented 

or stalled by the consequences of actions issued there. Message to all others planning to disrupt the people 

or countries, the same will apply there as well. Do things or plan things with ill intent and you will suffer 

the consequences of your own actions. 

 

Have any of you noticed the AI based MSM is now spitting out UFO reports more and more each day? A 

pleasant distraction from all the countries ills, but also a veiled and sneaky attempt to get people back 

listening to their drivel. The simple answer to return viewers is, telling the truth and proper balanced 

journalism based upon the people’s concerns. 

 

SOCIETY NEWS: A longer than normal section next, to cover the myriad of stories highlighting the 

agendas being ran on the people. The good news is, their programs are collapsing again. A Democrat city 

council member, who was recently criticized for claiming Muslim children speaking out at a school board 

meeting, were on the same side as White supremacists. She also has a history of bashing White women 

and Zionist Jews. So the valid part is then overlooked for the sensational part, is how it works. This is 

clearly a database harvesting mission to see where people are at. Kristin Mink, a former public school 

teacher, was elected in December to the Montgomery County council, representing District 5. And you 

wonder why our kids are messed up? While declaring this is equity, she reasoned at a school board 

meeting that Muslim children who spoke out against an LGBTQ+ curriculum were on the same side as 

White supremacists. This issue has unfortunately does put some Muslim families on the same side of an 

issue as White supremacists and outright bigots, the Democrat said. I would not put you in the same 

category as those folks, although, you know, it's complicated because they're falling on the same side of 

this particular issue. A tad contradictory, which is also indicative of it being a program. Nationwide, the 

retelling and teaching of history accurately has always been a struggle. But oddly enough, the rise of 

social media led to informative posts and threads that give insight into the history we sorely missed in 

school. A good deal of these posts typically references Black history, a history that is quick to be 

whitewashed or eliminated from the books. But it becomes selective history and not necessarily fact. 

Many of us learned about the Tulsa race massacre, the story of Robert Smalls, the atrocities of King 

Leopold, Juneteenth, and more, online. The Tulsa massacre was covered in our book after some excellent 

research by a black guy called Dane Calloway. He presented the facts, it was not KKK members, but the 

US Military who blitzed the black town and bank. And what did some of his own people do to him for 

revealing that? Abused him, all because it was an uncomfortable truth and the boogeyman wasn’t the 

white supremacists the, his story revisionists want them to believe. From artists to inventors to war 

veterans, there’s a dearth of history that has been omitted from education. As recent as 2015, a Texas 

history book referred to enslaved Africans as workers' and immigrants. Which in many cases was correct, 

Volume 1 of FHSTOS reveals that unpalatable fact, plus the fact the few African slaves who were 

brought here, were rounded up by their own people and placed onto not white ships, but Jewish ones. The 

real slavery trade were the Irish and Eastern Europeans, where is their story on that? 
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We are reaching a peculiar situation in our times where Black Americans are telling African people about 

their own history. A TikToker by the name of not_africanhippie; states that an American would not be 

able to list five countries in Africa, let alone if they are actually able to explain the culture of each 

individual nation. According to a study done by Professor David C. Koelsch from University of Berkley, 

the relations between African immigrants and Black Americans are not as positive as we think. While 

African Americans, like other Americans, are seen to the stereotypes of portraying Africa as a problem 

continent. A continent that is suffering from war, famine and tribal divisions. Furthermore, this perception 

should not overshadow the diversity within African communities. Following that, the research highlights 

that a significant number of African immigrants emphasize their national or continental origins, in order 

to be seen as foreigners by White Americans. By doing so, they hope to receive more favorable treatment 

from White individuals compared to the experiences faced by Black Americans. So, what this reveals is, 

racism within the shades of black, whether by skin or country of origin. Which we have revealed in 

several shows, in particular part 9 FHSTOS show. Look, the black people have been sold down the river 

with this wokeness bs, they neither know whether they are coming or going, their rhetoric is contradictory 

as we have found in some of these pieces alone. Sold on reparations and blaming the white man, learn 

some real history before that belief takes hold. A complete lack of understanding where the money comes 

from to pay for the said reparations. It will be all of us, including blacks and many social funding 

programs that are primarily used by the blacks themselves, will be closed down due to a lack of funding 

to pay for the reparations. Think different for FSS. Getting paid for someone else’s suffering is sick in the 

extreme, where is your sense of morality and values? Are you that blinded by the new god to worship, 

money, that you will take money because other people suffered? That is theft, you were not the victim. 

Recognize the fact it is all a program and you are the operator of it, and eventually, will become the 

victim of it. The white people of today were not responsible for some of the atrocities of the past, get that 

into your heads before the white people of today turn nasty on you for blaming them. You are people the 

game for the real oppressors, the ones who design these programs to split the people, and black people in 

white countries will suffer the consequences of that, wake up. Reparations is a program to turn black 

people into shekel makers at the expense of white based countries, of which the Hebrew/Anunnaki 

elements are wishing to break down and crush entirely. 

 

The state of Missouri passed two bills recently which bans child sex changes and biological men 

competing in women's sports, making it the 16th state to enact laws that safeguard women and children. 

One bill passed by the Missouri Republican-controlled House bans trans-identified minors from having 

access to puberty blockers, hormones and sex change surgery. The bill also blocks prisoners and inmates 

from receiving surgical sex changes, and also prevents Medicaid from covering the cost of these gender-

affirming surgeries in the entire state. Another bill that was passed prevents biological male student-

athletes from competing in girls' and women's sports, a law that will be enforced in both public and 

private schools from kindergarten to university. If schools allow trans-identified athletes to compete 

against the opposite sex, the school will lose federal funding. The bills, which will expire in 2027 

following an agreement made between Senate Republicans and Democrats, will now make their way to 

Republican Gov.Mike Parson's desk, who is expected to sign. The law will take effect on Aug.28. The 

ACLU of Missouri slammed the passed legislation and said the two bills are a weaponization of the 
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government. The ACLU we highlighted in a show April, when they were defending having keeping an 

after-school Satan club. ACLU are think tanks clowns running divisive policies on people. However, 

Republican Rep.Brad Hudson said; When you have kids being surgically and or chemically altered for 

life for no good reason, yes, it's time for the government to get involved. However, Kansas City Council 

members convened during a meeting recently and proposed a resolution that will make Kansas City a 

sanctuary city, for people both seeking or providing gender-affirming care. The proposed resolution says 

the city wouldn't enforce laws that prevent people from that wish to seek, provide or help someone 

wanting gender-affirming care. There would be no prosecution or fines for any person or organization. It 

would minimize the legal violence toward trans people in accessing gender-affirming care, a trans-

identified resident named Merrique Jenso told the council committee. More than twenty bills aimed at 

criminalizing child sex changes were introduced at the beginning of the 2023 state legislative sessions. 

Republican state lawmakers are seeking to ban so-called gender-affirming care for youth due to the lack 

of quality evidence to support it, the invasive and irreversible nature of the interventions, and the rising 

rates of de-transition and regret. During this year's legislative session, so far 16 states have enacted laws 

that ban gender-affirming care for minors. Doesn’t address the stupidity of woke parents allowing this 

though does it? All for the desire to fit in a be a good citizen, which means a slave. Plus the look at me 

people, look how open, flexible and liberal I am, no, you are a jackass to the system of thought control. 

 

Here is another example of someone in the MSM now questioning a series of policies that never made 

sense in the beginning. Written by a Clarice Feldman who a multiple state bar lawyer. For some time, 

optimists like me have had to work hard to keep believing that reason will prevail. I now think, as reality 

sets in, my faith in reason, though too long delayed, is not unwarranted. This week is, I think, the 

beginning of the end for some nutty thinking and policies. Climate Change: I’ve always believed that 

destroying the world’s economies and impoverishing poor people around the globe in a narcissistic belief 

that man can control the climate was lunacy. More research revealed every week justifies my belief that 

this war on reliable, plentiful fossil fuels has been pure hokum. This week, the IPCC (International Panel 

on Climate Change) took a major hit to its credibility. The credibility of the disaster-addicted 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has been dealt a damaging blow with recently-

published research, showing that 42% of its climate scenarios rely on improbable rises in future 

temperature that even the UN-funded body believes are of low likelihood. The research notes the IPCC 

admission of improbability is deeply buried in the full Sixth Assessment Reports (AR6), and is unlikely 

to be read by the policy makers. The authors note that significant and important sections of the full IPCC 

work emphasize these improbable claims, potentially invalidating those sections of the report. Climate 

and emissions outline SSP5-8.5 assumes a rise of around 5°C by the end of the century. It was always 

somewhat detached from reality and has long been dealt a death blow, given that global warming ran out 

of steam about 25 years ago. Leaving aside the small natural boost from a very powerful EL Niño 

oscillation around 2016, warming is little more than 0.1°C over two decades. Nevertheless, SSP5-8.5 

gives credence to 42% of the IPCC’s work in AR6. The authors are damning about much of the IPCC’s 

work. In addition to emphasizing worst-case scenarios, it rewrites climate history, has a huge bias in favor 

of bad news against good news, and keeps the good news out of its widely-distributed Summary for 

Policymakers. One notable contradiction surrounds flooding, where the AR6 IPCC report states with low 
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confidence that humans have contributed to it, yet the Summary for Policymakers promotes the opposite, 

stating that human influence has increased compound flooding. With reality contradicting hype, claims 

for climate reparations, actually, stealing from better-functioning countries to pay worse ones, should die. 

Of course, there are still many people who are profiting from this hype: All through history, there have 

been future foretellers, prophets. The IPCC is simply a 21st-century prophet. They believe that they can 

predict the temperature in one hundred years’ time with 0.1-degree accuracy, and like Scientology, they 

have many faithful disciples. Climate change and the requested funds to be stolen from countries is now 

dwindling into nothing, a big positive and more proof their plans are failing. 

 

Reparations: The nonsensical notion fanned by California’s Governor Gavin Newsom for votes that a 

state which never had slavery, should compel those who never owned slaves to pay those who never were 

slaves, seems to have hit the rocks of reality. The reparations panel he installed to look into this, was 

endorsing payments as high as $1.2 million for every black California resident. At this point, looking at a 

huge budget deficit, not incidentally due to the Democrat mismanagement of his state, Newsom blinked. 

It was reported that he denied he meant cash reparations and then, in the face of blowback from 

disappointed grifters, his spokesman denied that he meant what had been reported. Newsom had said in a 

media statement that dealing with the legacy of slavery is about much more than cash payments. A 

spokesperson for Newsom clarified his comments in an email statement to The Bee. The sensationalized 

framing in pieces published by outlets like Fox News and others is inaccurate. The Governor looks 

forward to reviewing the final report and all recommendations when complete. Newsom’s chief 

communication advisor Anthony York said that Newsom is not backing away from cash payments, but 

wants to wait for the report in its entirety to arrive on his desk before he makes any decision. He is now 

on the hot seat having raised expectations of grifters he can never meet, and is tap dancing like crazy to 

avoid the consequences. In the meantime, he’s using a surrogate in an effort to ease him off the hotseat. 

California Democratic state Sen.Steven Bradford is warning African Americans not to get their hopes up 

for massive reparations payments from the state. Bradford’s message comes after the California 

Reparations Task Force recommended over the weekend that the state pay up to $1.2 million in 

reparations to each eligible Black resident. The state lawmaker, who served on the task force, claimed 

that it’s possible that Black residents could receive cash payments if the money’s there, but argued that 

receiving million-dollar checks in repayment for historical discrimination is not happening. If I’m wrong, 

everyone can move to California and identify as black, since we all know that like sex, race and even 

species are simply social constructs and we can identify as anything that we want. Reparations for those 

who didn’t suffer the damage is outright theft. What it also exposes it, Newsome. Part of the evil gang of 

four in California, along with Brown, Feinstein and his relative Pelosi. Yet again another program falling 

apart, only this time they have pissed off a load of black people to boot. 

 

Sanctuary Cities: As Biden’s open-border policies have allowed in without tracking millions of illegal 

aliens, governors of the most affected states have started shipping them north, to cities where Democrat 

politicians have long signaled their virtue by declaring themselves sanctuary cities. Now they are 

claiming these relatively small numbers of immigrants are more than they can handle. The reliably leftist 

Politico reports New York is being destroyed by the migrant crisis, describing it as the biggest crisis in 
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New York history. Now New York City is shipping some of the flood upstate to communities that are 

expected to house them. Several Democrat senators Sherrod Brown, Joe Manchin, John Tester and 

Kyrsten Sinema are joining Republicans in supporting SB 1473, which will authorize the immediate 

expulsion of inadmissible aliens attempting to enter the United States. By fraud or without a necessary 

entry document and for other purposes, which, in essence, is extending Title 42. This was a statute from 

2020 that prohibited asylum-seekers from entering the country due to the coronavirus pandemic. In 

Chicago, black voters are outraged by the plan to house these illegals in the South side of the city, 

bumping them off city housing lists. In the meantime, a District Court judge in Florida has temporarily 

blocked the open-door policy of the administration. An embarrassing failure to attempt to do that when 

the country was at a standstill due to another failed program, Covid. What it shows is, these politicians 

are nearly all mainly totally incompetent at best or worst, corrupt. The country is in lock down, money 

flow stifled, job and business losses and they add millions of non-paying immigrants to the country, sheer 

desperation. All who promoted it should lose their seats immediately. 

 

DEI Corruption of Education: Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion are means of destroying meritocracy and 

Republican majority state legislatures are finally responding. A number of states are now demanding to 

know how much money is being spent on DEI programs. Once voters realize how much money has been 

spent on this pernicious nonsense, it is likely to be scrapped. In Wisconsin, the legislature flexed its 

muscles and demanded the state university stop requiring DEI statements of job applicants. It’s a start. 

Next, they should detail for voters how much is spent for administrators and programs designed to 

propagate this. Faced with ever-increasing tuition fees, a great deal of which is going not to teaching but 

to administering DEI idiocy, the voters will rebel against it. In related news about the backlash against the 

war on meritocracy, the ABA has retreated from eliminating the LSAT from law-school admissions. It’s 

likely that race and ethnic identification qualifiers for medical school will soon be dealt with by a 

Supreme Court hostile to such policies. Not before time the people rebelled against school policies, 

wasteful spending, indoctrination programs and divisive agendas. As you can all see by these pieces, the 

people are starting to fight back, something we have been campaigning for, for many years. Better late 

than never, and all of which sets us up nicely for the Blueprint. The implementation of the blueprint 

eliminates all of this nonsense once and for all. There will be many funds re-appropriated into serving the 

people only, not Israeli programs, agendas and division. 

 

SOCIETY NEWS 2: Whilst all that is a positive, they are sliding in other groups and agendas, like this 

nonsense to follow behind their failed programs. All of which is designed to promote division amongst 

the races and people. In recent years, parents have become more involved in the education of children. 

While on paper, this sounds like a very good thing. Scratch the surface, and it is clear that in many 

instances, their intervention is actually detrimental. Detrimental to whom though? Not for the parents it is 

not. They push their beliefs, not facts or science into classrooms across the country. With Moms for 

Liberty, their beliefs include, but are not limited to, anti-Blackness, far-right extremism and anti-

education, all under the thinly veiled guise of parents’ rights. Which means a decent group has been 

hijacked or it is an agency group. Dubbed the Klanned Karenhood on social media, the group, founded by 

two Floridian former school board members in 2021, has spearheaded a culture war to eliminate both 
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Black literature and Black history from classrooms as well as libraries. Such actions and disruptions 

affect the learning capabilities of all children. It deprives them of truth, with the elimination of history 

and of integral points of views that will allow for growth and empathy. The irony of that statement is 

hilarious, all of schools eliminate true history and truth. More than that, it devalues Black students and 

diminishes their self-worth and self-esteem. It is pointedly saying, you don't matter. Except the black 

lives matter said only blacks were relevant and all other races were not, where does this stupidity end? 

I’m deeply concerned about systematically removing diversity, equity and inclusion from public schools, 

said Iesha Mulla. A Black mother of two children, she is a parenting expert and founder of Parental 

Questions. Throw in the word expert and people automatically think they know their stuff, wrong 

thinking they have been taught by the system in how to be an expert for their rhetoric only. The lack of 

support for different cultures, backgrounds, races and beliefs can lead to an unequal playing field 

throughout education. Utter nonsense, that was accommodated when they implemented racial quotas, 

based not on ability of the child, but the color of the skin. Sadly despite all that extra inclusion, results 

haven’t changed one iota and has led to downgrade of other students. The losers in that? All the children. 

Maybe the problem is not racial at all, and just that we have poor teaching, poor curriculums and dodgy 

Israeli based indoctrination programs instead of learning things of value. She said; This greatly impacts 

our students’ ability to succeed in life due to the limited access to resources that would help them 

navigate educational systems more efficiently. The point is, until people learn to overview the problem, 

nothing will ever change, whites blaming blacks and vice versa. And just what has that achieved? 

Nothing. In a world of geneticism passed off as racism, just how has the term a Karen been allowed to 

flourish in popular culture? Is that not direct racism against all people called Karen, do people think that 

is fair to them? A staggering amounts of hypocrisy in these programs. 

 

The worst program ever in his story in terms of the most damage, deaths, costs and dumbing down is, the 

church and the fake god religious program. Brought in around 22500BC, is has carved vast holes in this 

planet with its child level worship outside of yourself programs. From the bearded man sitting on a cloud 

passing judgement, the fear they have placed into men, women and children alike over centuries. The 

many wars created in the name of god ran by the churches and their disciples, causing millions if not 

billions of deaths. The desecration of the female that has ran for many centuries as well and even up to 

today, has done untold damage and death to women. The desecration of young boys in the churches using 

the strong man program on them, has ruined millions of innocent children’s lives. The books denigrate 

homosexuals, despite many of them being homosexual or lesbians as nuns, leading to them being 

physically attacked as it is against god, all whilst their male disciples walk around in large dresses, in 

essence they are like transsexuals, total hypocrites. The theft of untold amounts of riches stolen from 

around the world and all housed in their churches and archives, all paid for by the people. The use of 

tithes and taxes all came out of the church as well, the buying up of parishes and charging people for 

living on the land was introduced by them as well. Our true history is stripped away by the same 

churches, all to fit their narrative around the off world program. All that suffering and loss in the name of 

a fake god, none of which is proven to exist. But perhaps the biggest damage is, they have stifled the 

growth of the people on this planet all that time as well. Out went internal spiritual growth, in came fear 

based external dumbing down that denies us knowing who we are, where are we from and all whilst 
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asking us to be the prey for them. We as a species can never evolve on a soul development level running 

the child level savior program called religion. This planet has stagnated for far too long and it is pleasing 

to see many now questioning it and walking away. Not only in the Western world, but increasing 

numbers of the youth in the Middle East and Asia are also walking away as well. This report highlights 

the levels of questioning the church and is pleasing to see. Faith, in its essence, is a deeply personal and 

profound aspect of human existence. It serves as a guiding force, providing solace, meaning and purpose 

to countless individuals across the globe. However, there are moments when the pillars of our religious 

convictions begin to crumble under the weight of various influences. But the word faith is not religious, it 

means knowledge and I don’t agree it brings solace at all, that is an illusion. Excessive Luxury in the 

Church: My husband, who went to school for music production, said the soundboards they had were a 

minimum of $1M each, and there was 7 of them. It’s amazing to think of how much money can be spent 

on things like soundboards for church music. In the case of this one church, they spent a whopping 7 

million dollars just on this! There could be so many other ways that money could have been used to help 

people, and this extravagant spending can sometimes make people question their faith. The church wrote 

a letter saying they knew how much money he was making and that he should give more to the church. It 

can be very off-putting when a church asks for more money, especially when they seem to know how 

much you make. This experience can make it feel like the church cares more about money than helping 

people. Make you feel like? No, they do – fact. The prior prying into your finances is an invasion of 

privacy to boot. The Hidden Predators: The big church guy: When my Sister in Law got her Masters in 

counseling, one of her professors said that many predators hide behind the facade of big church guy. He 

said they will purposely seek out a board position or similar so that people won't question what he's 

doing. It’s deeply troubling to think that someone would use their position in a religious community to 

take advantage of others. This kind of behavior can not only harm the individuals involved, but it can also 

make others lose faith in their religion. That is because like the Jewish, the church thinks they are above 

the law, bit like a CIA agent as well. And even more stupidly, the people believe that all in the church are 

pillars or bastions of society, based on what? More illusion. Curious set of words that, yet no one asks the 

meaning or connotations of it, sister in law. Does that mean they are BAR holders? Subsidiaries of the 

Talmud? The earliest recorded use of the formation is in brother-in-law (13c.); the law is Canon Law, 

which defines degrees of relationship within which marriage is prohibited. I am sure our law team will be 

able to dissect that a bit more. The Exclusion of Non-Believers: Icky People There is this Christian radio 

my parents listened to, and when the hosts were talking about some gathering, they referred to non-

believers as icky people. Religions are supposed to be about love and acceptance, but sometimes people 

use their beliefs to judge and exclude others. When people see this behavior, they may not want to be part 

of a group that chooses who to welcome. There is nothing more “icky”, than people following an illusion. 

The Superiority Complex: Control Everything It became evident that many people who call themselves 

religious only do so to feel morally superior to others, and then use that superiority to try to control 

everything. One thing that can really turn people away from religion, is when they see others using it as a 

way to feel superior. This behavior goes against the idea of love and acceptance that many religions 

teach. Misuse of Donations: Elaborate Props They received over one million in donations every week and 

spent it on elaborate props, rather than helping the community. Religions often teach about the 

importance of helping others, so it can be disheartening to see a church using its funds on elaborate props 
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instead of supporting the community. This can cause people to question their religious beliefs and 

whether the church is living up to its teachings. All churches only talk of helping their communities, they 

never do, they serve themselves only. You would have thought more would have worked that out by now. 

Commercialization of Religion: Starbucks in Church There's a megachurch in Florida with a Starbucks in 

it. Seeing a Starbucks inside a church can make it feel like religion is being turned into a business. 

Newsflash: it always was, it is run by the Jewish, their main goal is collecting the shekels. It's important 

to think about if the church focuses on spiritual growth or is more interested in making money. 

Mandatory Donations: The Donation Chart When I was in middle school, a pastor created this chart 

showing what everyone should donate each week/month based on your household's income. It can be 

very off-putting when a church starts telling you how much money you should give. This kind of 

behavior can make people feel like they’re being judged based on how much money they make rather 

than on their faith and their actions. The Gossip Culture: Church Rumors Also, if you've ever been to a 

church, they all gossip about each other. Gossip can be found in any group of people, but it can feel 

particularly harmful when it’s in a religious community. Some people feel like they can’t trust their 

fellow church members, which can cause them to doubt their faith. Ah the trust issue so many have, a real 

pandemic that causes many relationships to fail, people to be single for long periods and damaging 

disruption to our lives. Where trust lacks, fear goes and grows, love diminishes. Curiosity Punished: 

Grandmother’s Reaction When I was a kid, I asked my grandmother where God came from, and she 

smacked me across the face and said, we don't ask questions like that. Indeed, in case the illusion is 

shattered, but look what religion does to people, disgraceful. I was just being curious, and her reaction 

shocked me. Religion should be where people can explore their beliefs and ask questions, but sometimes 

it feels like curiosity is punished. Because curiosity kills the cat, Ra and Bastet is why, the truth never 

fears investigation unless it is Jewish and religion, maybe because they are one and the same cult. When 

people are treated this way, it can make them feel like they’re not allowed to question or explore their 

beliefs, which can cause them to lose faith. The Failings of Religious Leaders Religious leaders ruined 

religion for me. Religious leaders are supposed to be examples of the values and beliefs of their religion, 

says who? but sometimes they need to catch up. Seeing your leaders failing to live up to their faith’s 

ideals can lead to religious doubts. They have never lived up to anything resembling for the good or the 

light. Discrimination in Sermons: Evils of Women When the pastor started ranting about the evils of 

women, saying that Satan walks among us in the body of every female, and men must take measures 

against them. I don't think everyone in the faith is like that, but it was the one moment that ruined religion 

for me. Especially seeing his wife react to the sermon with such support of the message. It was one of 

those defining moments in my life, a very negative one. Religions are supposed to be about love and 

acceptance, but sometimes people use their beliefs to justify discrimination and hatred. Some people ask 

whether they want to be part of a group that supports such harmful views. The illusions of people who 

think blindly, in a world of people of zero trust, yet they blindly follow the words of this cult, all whilst 

ignoring their poor actions. Lack of Empathy: Youth Group Experience I was 15, my father had been 

diagnosed with ALS. I had gone to a youth group, and they had a circle of teenagers talking about things 

going on in their lives. When it was my turn, I shared that my father was dying. I was angry and said 

something like I doubted there was a God if this was happening. I got chewed out for questioning God, 

and the kids refused to talk to me the rest of the night. You would think I had killed someone; it was that 
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strong of a reaction. Religion should be a place of comfort and support, especially during difficult times. 

But when people experience a lack of empathy from their religious community, it can make them feel 

alienated. Idolizing the Pastor: Life-Size Bronze Statue The first thing I saw upon entering was a life-size 

bronze statue of the pastor. It can feel strange and uncomfortable when a church seems to idolize its 

pastor to the point of creating a life-size statue. It makes people ask if the church is more focused on 

worshiping its leader than God. Idolatry worship only works one way in the church, all about them and 

their AI sky god, delusional. The Erosion of Sacred Spaces: Commercial Breaks in Service 2 bands, a 

stage, not an altar. Thankfully no altar as that is a sacrifice table unbeknown to the followers. They had a 

commercial break for expo erasable markers in the middle of it. The church is supposed to be a sacred 

space for worship and reflection, but when it starts to feel like a concert or a commercial event, it can 

make people question whether the focus is on spirituality. Church and religion are anti-spirituality. It is a 

personal pursuit not done in some congregation. It requires inner work and going within, not externalizing 

with a band of preyed upon delusionists. It beggars belief, no questions allowed, follow the plan god has 

for us, is as useful as trust the science was. Unlimited trust where none should be the order of the day. 

How can you have more trust of a building with a cross on it, which symbolizes how the church and Jews 

killed their so called savior I might add, than people have trust with each other. It is utterly bizarre 

thinking patterns. Like I have said I haven’t ruined your beliefs, thoughts or lives, just your illusions of it. 

A good piece that shows the groundswell of those not only questioning religion now, but many other 

things as the previous section proved. Maybe the secret church meeting in November 2024 is going to 

discuss what we relayed to the Pope in 2019, of coming up with a plan to tell the people the truth about 

religion. It is almost time for that full Earth shattering revelation I think. Our book FHSTOS can then be 

the new book, only this time telling our story, not theirs. Religion fixes it for them only, spirituality fixes 

you. 

 

EXPOSE: The bizarre and somewhat barbaric practice of circumcision will be covered in this piece, that 

details the his story of it. This piece is titled; whoops where’s your helmet. Take note of the regions it 

mainly operates in and connect them to our FHSTOS series, a bigger picture emerges. Circumcision is the 

world's oldest planned surgical procedure, suggested by anatomist and hyper-diffusionist historian 

Grafton Elliot Smith to be over 15,000 years old, pre-dating recorded history. There is no firm consensus 

as to how it came to be practiced worldwide. One theory is that it began in one geographic area and 

spread from there; another is that several different cultural groups began its practice independently. The 

reason it is not known is, it started as on off world program that originated in Egypt and taken up by their 

partners in crime, Israel or the Jewish culture. In his 1891 work History of Circumcision, physician Peter 

Charles Remondino suggested that it began as a less severe form of emasculating a captured enemy: 

penectomy or castration would likely have been fatal, while some form of circumcision would 

permanently mark the defeated, yet leave him alive to serve as a slave. Other explanations for its origin 

include it acting as a religious sacrifice or a rite of passage marking a boy's entrance into adulthood. Or 

the uncomfortable truth is, it was used as a genetic program again by off world entities. The history of the 

migration and evolution of the practice of circumcision is followed mainly through the cultures and 

peoples in two separate regions. In the lands south and east of the Mediterranean, starting with Sudan and 

Ethiopia, no Ethiopia scene of the 4th Garden of their Eden. The procedure was practiced by the ancient 
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Egyptians and the Semites, and then by the Jews and Muslims, with whom the practice travelled to and 

was adopted by the Bantu Africans. The Bantu Africans nobody knows where they came from, they just 

turned up on the NW coast of Africa and began taking over many lands in Africa. Did they come from the 

floating in the sky island off of that coast? In Oceania, circumcision is practiced by the Australian 

Aboriginals and Polynesians. There is also evidence that circumcision was practiced among the Aztec and 

Mayan civilizations in the Americas, but little detail is available about its history. All the tribal people, 

the same peoples who all practiced sacrifices to the gods. 

 

Middle East, Africa and Europe: At Oued Djerat, in Algeria, engraved rock art with masked bowmen, 

which feature male circumcision and may be a scene involving ritual, have been dated to earlier than 

6000 BP amid the Bubaline Period. More specifically, while possibly dating much earlier than 10,000 BP, 

rock art walls from the Bubaline Period have been dated between 9200 BP and 5500 BP. The cultural 

practice of circumcision may have spread from the Central Sahara, toward the south in Sub-Saharan 

Africa and toward the east in the region of the Nile. Based on engraved evidence found on walls and 

evidence from mummies, circumcision has been dated to at least as early as 6000 BCE in ancient Egypt. 

Some ancient Egyptian mummies, which have been dated as early as 4000 BCE, show evidence of having 

undergone circumcision. Evidence suggests that circumcision was practiced in the Middle East by the 

fourth millennium BCE, when the Sumerians and the Semites moved into the area that is modern-day Iraq 

from the North and West. The Sumarians are the Anunnaki, Semites is related to the Jewish, which means 

they worked together. In my understanding the word Semite pre-dates the Jewish version, Jews are not 

Semites they are an overlay. The earliest historical record of circumcision comes from Egypt, in the form 

of an image of the circumcision of an adult carved into the tomb of Ankh-Mahor at Saqqara, dating to 

about 2400–2300 BCE. Circumcision was done by the Egyptians possibly for hygienic reasons, but also 

was part of their obsession with purity and was associated with spiritual and intellectual development. No 

well-accepted theory explains the significance of circumcision to the Egyptians, but it appears to have 

been endowed with great honor and importance as a rite of passage into adulthood, performed in a public 

ceremony emphasizing the continuation of family generations and fertility. The great cover up of 

anything bad coming out of Egypt at that time, is marked and significant. It may have been a mark of 

distinction for the elite: the Egyptian Book of the Dead describes the sun god Ra as having circumcised 

himself. Why? because he was a snake and a bellend! Circumcision features prominently in the Hebrew 

Bible, well I never would have guessed that! The narrative in Genesis chapter 17 describes the 

circumcision of Abraham, his relatives and slaves. The venerated Abraham had slaves? Oh my, 

mentioning that outside of their scriptures, renders you an anti-Semitic these days. But, that proves the 

East African slave trade mainly going to Egypt to appease the fake gods. In the same chapter, Abraham's 

descendants are commanded to circumcise their sons on the eighth day of life as part of a covenant with 

God. But which god? The answer is Lucifer. In addition to proposing that circumcision was taken up by 

the Israelites purely as a religious mandate, scholars have suggested that Judaism's patriarchs and their 

followers adopted circumcision to make penile hygiene easier in hot, sandy climates; as a rite of passage 

into adulthood; or as a form of blood sacrifice. Religious mandate? You mean Talmudic law, they have 

no religion, only law. There is no evidence is provides better hygiene at all. The last piece said it all, 

blood sacrifice and another offering to the gods. Campaigns of ethnic, cultural and religious persecution 
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have frequently included bans on the practice, as a means of forceful assimilation, conversion and 

ethnocide. A bit like the same program, run largely by the same ethnicity now, the transgender program, 

same shit different day or time. Alexander the Great conquered the Middle East in the fourth century 

BCE, and in the following centuries ancient Greek cultures and values came to the Middle East. The 

Greeks abhorred circumcision, making life for circumcised Jews living among the Greeks and later the 

Romans very difficult. That was before the Greek’s were taken over by deceit courtesy of Cleopatra, 

Mark Anthony and Julius Caesar. Restrictions on the Jewish practice by European governments have 

occurred several times in world history, including the Seleucid Empire under Antiochus IV and the 

Roman Empire under Hadrian, where it was used as a means of forceful assimilation and conversion. 

Antiochus IV's restriction on Jewish circumcision was a major factor in the Maccabean Revolt. Hadrian's 

prohibition has also been considered by some to have been a contributing cause of the Bar Kokhba revolt. 

So, loads of people died because some people with common sense and decency vowed to protect their 

people from a barbaric practice? It is the same concept now is it not? Wars are fought because these same 

people likes no one, or cares about putting their own so called people in the firing line due to meagre 

attempts at retaliation. According to Silverman, these restrictions were part of a broad campaign by the 

Romans to civilize the Jewish people, viewing the practice as repulsive and analogous to castration. His 

successor, Antoninus Pius, altered the edict to permit Brit Milah. Brit Milah, interesting name given the 

relation to the UK and Britain, but then they took over that country and corrupted it as well with the Bnai 

B’rithish and was Jerusalem builded here indeed. Anyway, Brit Milah is a covenant of circumcision, a 

covenant again. God commanded it symbolizing the covenant between God and the Jewish people. 

Really? And people fell for that rubbish? Blind faith comes at a cost it seems, mutilation and bye bye 

helmet. During this period in history, Jewish circumcision called for the removal of only a part of the 

prepuce, and Hellenized Jews often attempted to look uncircumcised by stretching the extant parts of their 

foreskins. This was considered by the Jewish leaders to be a serious problem, and during the second 

century CE they changed the requirements of Jewish circumcision to call for the complete removal of the 

foreskin. Whilst emphasizing the Jewish view of circumcision as intended, to be not just the fulfillment of 

a Biblical commandment but also an essential and permanent mark of membership in a people. So, they 

not only wished to mutilate people, but brand them as well? In any other language this is a cult. 

Remember the Nxium cult, the leader was getting women to brand themselves near their genitals, he went 

to jail for that abuse, yet these people get free passes on no end of crimes it seems. What’s worse is, 

stupid people follow it, 80% of Americans have no helmet due to stupid parents following scripts. That is 

child mutilation for Source sakes, think in overview. A narrative in the Christian Gospel of Luke makes a 

brief mention of the circumcision of Jesus, but the subject of physical circumcision itself is not part of the 

received teachings of Jesus. Circumcision has played an important role in Christian history and theology. 

Paul the Apostle reinterpreted circumcision as a spiritual concept, arguing the physical one to be 

unnecessary for Gentile converts to Christianity. The teaching that physical circumcision was 

unnecessary for membership in a divine covenant, was instrumental in the separation of Christianity from 

Judaism. While the circumcision of Jesus is celebrated as a feast day in the liturgical calendar of many 

Christian denominations. Although it is not explicitly mentioned in the Quran (early seventh century CE), 

circumcision is considered essential to Islam, and it is nearly universally performed among Muslims. The 

practice of circumcision spread across the Middle East, North Africa, and Southern Europe with Islam. 
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Because Islam like Christianity emanated out of the Jewish cult, is why. Genghis Khan and the following 

Yuan Emperors in China forbade Islamic practices such as halal butchering and circumcision. Which is 

interesting from the point that Khan is a cohen, evidence of split factions within the Jewish sect? The 

practice of circumcision is thought to have been brought to the Bantu-speaking tribes of Africa by either 

the Jews after one of their many expulsions from European countries, or by Muslim Moors escaping after 

the 1492 reconquest of Spain. Moors were also Jewish related as well. In the second half of the first 

millennium CE, inhabitants from the North East of Africa moved south and encountered groups from 

Arabia, the Middle East and West Africa. These people moved south and formed what is known today as 

the Bantu. Bantu tribes were observed to be upholding what was described as Jewish law, including 

circumcision, in the 16th century. Circumcision and elements of Jewish dietary restrictions are still found 

among Bantu tribes. Indigenous peoples: Circumcision is practiced by some groups amongst Australian 

Aboriginal peoples, Polynesians and Native Americans. Little information is available about the origins 

and history of circumcision among these peoples, compared to circumcision in the Middle East. The 

origins and history is what is known as Egyptians, but was all the off world chimera groups displayed in 

their galleries. The EL-ite Jews are part of them and the takeover of the planet, with their practices, 

rituals, laws and sacrifices. Egypt also started the female circumcision as well, and continues to this day 

in some quarters. For Aboriginal Australians and Polynesians, circumcision likely started as a blood 

sacrifice and a test of bravery, and became an initiation rite with attendant instruction in manhood in more 

recent centuries. Often seashells were used to remove the foreskin, and the bleeding was stopped with 

eucalyptus smoke. Christopher Columbus reported circumcision being practiced by Native Americans. It 

probably started among South American tribes as a blood sacrifice or ritual to test bravery and endurance, 

and its use later evolved into a rite of initiation. No, it was started by the fake gods of Egypt again who 

travelled over to the Americas, Set and Thoth in particular. What no one asks is; if god was the creator of 

everything and is telling people to mutilate themselves? Doesn’t that mean he made a mistake in his 

creation of man? Or does it really mean, the god of the books is a fraud. The next question is; what 

happened to all the foreskins? Given the Israelites will trade and sell anything for shekels, where they 

sold on the market? Who bought them and what for? Could it be connected to the Cosmic Genetics games 

we have covered in 4 shows? It also should be noted, it is not a common practice of the white race in 

Europe and Russia, is that significant? You bet it is. Given the only way you can get rid of a reptilian is to 

chop off their head, it is ironic they ask us to lop off our smaller head. Gentlemen and young boys, please 

keep your hats on is my advice, the dangers of infection are enormous and you lose much sensitivity. 

 

MYSTERY SECTION: A member sent this in and should be considered in your thinking processes and 

ponderings, it’s cool from time to time to get your feelings, ponderings and thoughts just like we did last 

week. We have presented much in the book, shows and even the last show on Tuesday on this topic for 

you all to form your own opinions on the matter. There are many good teachings within the narrative 

attested to “Jesus” go with them and not the personality and it will serve you will. The member said, since 

talks of Jesus/Jesheua having been in recent shows over the last few months, I think this should be 

covered in upcoming shows. Here is an excerpt from Mark 14 in actual Greek versions, but not through 

the bible translations. Jesus was arrested in the garden with a naked boy who ran away, his disciples 

argued with him to stop touching and having intercourse with these kids, to the point of going to the 
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parents to stop it. Jesus was telling them this is the only way to enter the kingdom of heaven is through 

the children. Just like the key of David piece we did in one of the shows, the strong man aspect. This was 

all done whilst he was said to be high on a lot of drugs. He was a hierophant and initiator of mystery. The 

Greek described the teacher student sexual relations he had with the kids around him, and the people 

around him tried to stop him. You won't see that in the English translation of the bible. It goes into much 

more graphic details that they decided to not translate into the bibles of today. He was on drugs 

sodomizing boys for the kingdom of heaven and initiating them to become future mystery leaders. Which 

includes binding their hands and feet and collecting the fluids that come out of them. The member states 

that he like many of you is not fully convinced he was a real person and not just the most recent sun god. 

These rituals we know are definitely real and are still carried out today. However, what the original texts 

say about him is what needs to be known in the actual languages said and not the watered downed version 

the church has given us for the last 1700 years, courtesy of the Council of Nicaea. That doesn't give you 

the proper translation why he's there with the circumcised boy. It also helps explain why the church going 

boys, get abused. It's part of the rites or rituals of Jesus and the mystery school initiations he was involved 

in. Hence the term Jesuits, which is the society of Jesus. One must ask is, was the name Jesus used as a 

strong man? It's one of two things what these texts say this person was involved in the ancient mystery 

school pedo abuse. Or the person never existed and it's just a bunch of much older stories rewritten that 

helps justify abuse like all the other religions do. Because if the "son of god" or "god himself" is finding 

the kingdom of heaven through young boys in the religious texts, seems like a pathetic attempt to justify 

it. At least it says the disciples tried to stop Jesus from doing this from these kids, if it's true the disciples 

are a better person then he ever was. Whether it's Jesus, Jeshua 9-12/ or Radomir all information from the 

original sources available should be told and known. Absolutely, for those wishing to understand or know 

more of the strong man aspect, it’s connection to the church, cults and secret societies, go to the transcript 

on THI-show under FHSTOS Plus 16 called Rites are wrongs. 

 

Recently we have heavily touched on the Divine Feminine and now will touch on the Divine Masculine 

for balance. The balance is the key to both aspects of it, just because it says masculine, does not mean it 

does not affect the feminine and vice versa. We both have similar aspects and traits and if you don’t have 

the traits mentioned, then that is your clue to work towards the traits you lack. The divine masculine most 

common traits are of the protector and the warrior status. The guardian of the family, tribe, group or 

people. As the protector and warrior he must show courage and be fearless in his pursuit and status as the 

protector. He stands in power, not external but internal power and strength. He brings calm, harmony and 

peace to every situations he faces, with the fierce inner determination of protecting at all costs. He deals 

with conflicts of all varieties in a balanced manner, exhibits no anger, rage or weakness. He seeks to 

resolve issues, concerns and conflicts, not escalate them. He becomes the beacon of trust for those he is 

designated to protect. He learns to understand his power and endeavors to not use or abuse those powers. 

He teaches the other males not ready for full responsibilities, how to be, how to act, how to engage by 

setting the example. He becomes a pillar of the family, tribe, group or people, by caring, nurturing and 

supporting all of those around him. He brings confidence, trust and surety to all those around him. He acts 

with the utmost respect, shows honor to those around him and those who put their trust and faith in him. 

He acts at all times with decency, common courtesy and integrity. He leads not with an iron fist, but with 
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a calmness, openness and assured manner in cooperation with the all. He must speak and operate in truth 

and honesty at all times. He must act in kindness, consideration and love. Act with a purpose, show 

strength, be responsible and show good leadership qualities in accordance with those around him. He 

must protect and honor the Divine aspect of the feminine, so that they may compliment and embrace each 

other as equals. There is no hierarchy within this true system, everything is equal, everything in balance, 

everything in harmony and harmonic. So, together we become the beacons we should have always been. 

 

ENDING PIECE: There will be no show next week so I can focus on the Blueprint. I may also have time 

to complete a number of must listen to shows also, including The Empowerment show. Tuesday’s show 

marked a beginning and an end. An end to their control and harvesting on us on a hidden scale, a 

beginning for us to start anew, not Anu, anew. We have come so far now and need to focus more on how 

we develop as individuals and a collective. Where is your input? What is your input? Are your own 

questions to answer now. The excuses for humanity to get out of the gutter, never mind their knees, no 

longer applies. We must each work hard for the greater good now and take full advantage of the 

opportunity that has been presented to us. Indeed it has almost been put on a plate, just not Egyptian ones! 

I and others have done much to get us to this stage, all must do their best now to take it onto the next 

level. The best level, which is our level. It is your chance to have a say in how we move forward, your 

chance to decide how it is best to run this planet and your chance to decide your future and not have it 

determined for you. In the words of a song; what are you waiting for? All I ask is going forward is; for 

people to stop dumping their troubles, disagreements, triggers all onto my desk. Learn to fix your 

problems and troubles and come with solutions and ideas. I cannot be everywhere at once, cannot always 

give you all my time and cannot be expected to look after you all. These are busy times now and I need 

support not a load of issues that shouldn’t even reach me. Now more than ever we need unity, we need 

support and camaraderie as things are about to heat up. It's fire, fire, fire time and not just in the 

Marnieverse this time, globally. From their ashes we will rise to go forward to a brighter future. We go 

forward with grace, humility and poise, not with fear and trust issues they are the old world traits, let’s 

not bring them along with us. Thanks to all the teams for making THI expand more by the day now, just a 

few more shows now before we launch into delivering the blueprints physically. A date has been set for 

full launch on July 4th, an end to their fake independence and send a declaration of our own making. 

 

 


